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HAWATT TO FAKER
HAWATT
FAKER

MICHAEL HAWATT
ASSAD FAKER

FAKER:

G'day mate how are you?

HAWATT:

Good, how are you?

FAKER:

Not too bad - not too bad. I was just ringing to see if you're in the office?

HAWATT:

Actually I'm in Earlwood at the moment.

FAKER:

Um, I'm just - um how long are you going to be there for?

HAWATT:

I can - I can meet you - look I can meet you in Campsie if you like?

FAKER:

Yeah, alright. What time?

HAWATT:

(UNINTELLIGIBLE) do you know - well I'm leaving now I'm in Earlwood so I
can just - I'll be there in around ten minutes whereabouts - whereabouts are you
going to be?

FAKER:

I'm in Croydon I can - I can meet you at Campsie alright. Whereabouts in
Campsie?

HAWATT:

Okay look there's a coffee shop - I'll tell you where, you know where - I think it's what's the name of the street (UNINTELLIGIBLE), ah what's the name of the
street?
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Is it the one near the KFC? Or the other one down where's there's Lebanese - like
there's [oregano pizzas] and stuff next to it?-

HAWATT:

No - no on - on the other side the - you know when you cross the station coming
where KFC?

FAKER:

Yeah.

HAWATT:

As soon as you cross the railway station the first on the left (UNINTELLIGIBLE)
it’s along the railway line there's a coffee shop there.

FAKER:

Ok (UNINTELLIGIBLE) I've never been there, when you get there you probably
beat me just text me the name of the street. It's - so if I cross the railway line first
(UNINTELLIGIBLE)

HAWATT:

Yeah cross the railway line, if you're coming from Burwood?

FAKER:

Yes.

HAWATT:

You can’t turn right there, before you - you go across the - the railway it's on the
right, you can’t turn right.

FAKER:

(INAUDIBLE)

HAWATT:

If you're coming from - come (UNINTELLIGIBLE) KFC where -

FAKER:

(UNINTELLIGIBLE) oh hang on so is it - is it - is it where that - the LJ Hooker is
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